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Multifaceted film

Film is one of the most accessible forms of 

entertainment and artistic expression

Film motivates and educates

Film enhances the language learning by 

developing language learners’ linguistic, 

cultural and intercultural skills



Film in society

Most information received via moving image 

media: the cinema, the television, the 

Internet, and other screens

Moving images relate to society in a quite 

different way

Film  a key part of how we communicate



Film as text 

Feature films

Clips

Short films

Videos

Learner-generated content 



Film literacy

Reading the screen

analysing and interpreting image texts 

Writing the screen

making moving image texts



Film in education

Multiliteracies

Visual literacy

Media literacy

Social literacy

A new literacy

remix

participatory culture 



Education in film

Cultural access

 a better understanding of one’s own culture, other people’s 

culture, as well as way of life and history

Critical understanding

 looking behind the surface of the screen to understand a film’s 

intentions, techniques and qualities

Creative activity

 making film and moving image texts, being able to see the 

technical and creative process that allows the effective 

expression of a story, a mood or an idea



Benefits in education

 Inspiration

 Emotional and cognitive communication

 Academic achievement

 Integration

 ‘Learner’ knowledge ‘school’ knowledge

 ‘Reading’ moving image texts  reading all kinds of texts

 Moving image texts  better writing skills

 Importance

 Film-making  a highly creative process

 ICT  authentic expressions and creativity  moving images 
media production  in its own right



Benefits in language education

 Motivation

 successful second language acquisition

 Authentic language

 ‘real’ situations and conversations; natural expressions and 
flow of speech

 Visuality

 language is interpreted in a full visual context

 Intercultural communication

 cultural values, customs, attitude, behaviour and religious 
beliefs

 Variety and flexibility


